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Project Overview/Introduction
§ The Creative Industries (CIs) have long been users of both analogue and digital

technologies to create and distribute work as well as to attract audiences.
§ A new set of technologies are disrupting traditional methods of production,

distribution, and consumption of creative products.
§ This project’s starting point was the need to better understand how those technologies

are becoming integrated into existing, and spawning new, creative practices.
§ Terms like “CreaTech” are gaining popularity, but without a deeper understanding of

the different technologies being used and how they are influencing practise, generic
terms like this, we feel, are not useful descriptors.

§ Using the term CreaTech without an understanding of the technologies, how/why they
are used, the impact on practise and productions, and their limitations, is the same as
using AI as a catch all term for data driven approaches. It’s great for marketing
material but not useful for trying to build a detailed picture of the current state of the
industry, and where it may be heading.



Project Overview/Introduction
§ This 7-month project developed as a partnership with XR Stories at the University of

York, explores how these “advanced technologies” are being used within the CIs, how
they are being deployed, and the impact they are having on both those who create the
experiences and those who consume them.

§ It builds upon previous work, such as the Creative Technology Framework, developed
by CRAIC and BOP Consulting that aims to identify and classify advanced
technologies used within creative practice and their associated applications and areas
of research.

§ The technologies of interest within the context of this project include:
§ XR/Immersive
§ Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
§ Cloud Technology (edge computing)
§ Game engine technology
§ Wireless Cellular Networks (5G)



Project Overview/Introduction
§ Project Outputs:

§ Three essays published on CRAIC website

§ Three case studies on creative technology projects (currently

being written up for submission to peer reviewed journal)

§ Presentation @ Beyond Conference Breakfast session

§ Summary workshop/seminar at Loughborough London campus



Background: Industry Trends

§ As previously mentioned, CreaTech, similar to FinTech, HealthTech, and EdTech, has been
coined as a term that aims to capture the growing impact and importance that technology is
having on the CIs.

§ CreaTech, as defined by the Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre, applies to
both the application of technology to creative outputs and the creation of new technologies
to aid in the production, deployment, and consumption of creative products [3]. This term is
being increasingly adopted when discussing the application of technology with respect to
the CIs.

§ CreaTech companies have seen a 96% increase in VC investment since 2017 raising
£981.8m in 2020 and £1.14bn in 2021 [4].

§ AI/ML companies received the highest proportion of this investment with £478.28m

§ XR technologies are also a growing area raising £130m.



Background: Funding Initiatives

§ Alongside private investment there have been a range of public investments from
UKRI

§ The Industrial Strategy Fund (2018) funded a range of projects sitting within the
Government’s four themes of industrial strategy with two relating to the creative
industries:
§ Creative Industries Clusters Programme

§ £56m investment from AHRC
§ The Audience of the Future Challenge

§ £39.m investment from Innovate UK
§ CoStar:

§ A programme to develop national R&D facilities for the UK’s screen and performance sectors
§ £63.6m Infrastructure investment coordinated by AHRC

§ £51.1m over 6 years to design, build and develop, and test a national lab.
§ £12.6m over 5 years to deliver up to 3 network labs.
§ Additional c£9m for a data insight and foresight unit.



Background: Projects using Advanced 
Technology

§ EE (Mobile telecommunication network provider):

§ Two advertising campaigns showcasing their
5G network through the use of live and
multilocation AR experiences.

§ Abba Voyage

§ Virtual Concert Residency

§ StoryTrails by StoryFutures & Partners
§ Multilocation site specific immersive

experiences.

Some of these technologies have started to become established within the 
public mainstream being adopted by a range of creative and technology 
focused organisations. Some examples are:

§ Nomad Atelier
§ Using 3D and digital technologies to

showcase luxury fashion items

§ The Under Presents
§ Immersive VR theatre for remote

audiences



Background: Projects using Advanced Technology

EE 5G advertising campaign utilising multilocation AR concert ft. Bastille 

EE: Multilocation AR concert 

ft. Bastille 

The concert took place in 
B’ham New Street and was 
streamed to London Kings 
Cross, Liverpool, and 
Edinburgh utilising private 
5G networks. Digital assets 
were overlayed on top of the 
physical world and viewable 
through mobile devices and 
AR glasses.  

https://youtu.be/-Os7pU9lwrg


Background: Projects using Advanced 
Technology

Live AR performance by Rita Ora superimposed 
on the London Skyline using their public 5G 
Network (Nov 2020). The digital avatar of Ora 
was created through photogrammetric scanning 
and was driven by real-time motion capture data, 
including full body tracking, facial, and hand 
tracking. As part of the performance, scale 
accurate digital assets were overlaid on the 
London Skyline and Ora performed within a 
scale accurate model of the London Skyline.  

EE 5G advertising campaign featuring an AR performance of Rita Ora

EE: Live AR performance powered by public 5G network 

https://youtu.be/JQe43iL9XWo


Background: Projects using Advanced Technology
Private 5G networks are increasingly being used by
organisations that rely on large amounts of data being
transmitted and processed with minimal latency. This
can range from AR experiences to industrial sites with
autonomous manufacturing processes.

Private 5G networks are also commonly used in
conjunction with Edge computing to allow processing of
the data to happen closer to the end user thus further
reducing latency.

The Green Planet AR experience used a 5G private
network in conjunction with Edge Computing to render
some of the computer generated content on GPU
enabled services and broadcasted this to the user’s
device, rather than on the Samsung Galaxy S21
smartphones that were being utilised as the viewing
devices.



Background: Projects 
using Advanced 
Technology

Abba Voyage
§ Virtual concert taking place in a custom built 3k capacity arena.

§ Digital models were created of the original band by body and facial scanning. These were then de-aged by ILM engineers to appear as they did in

the 1970’s.

§ The original band were motion captured and this data was then integrated with motion capture data collected from younger body doubles.

§ Everything apart from the music is pre-recorded and pre-rendered for playback.

§ Physical costumes were designed by Dolce & Gabbana and then digitised by ILM

§ Much of the performance capture and visualisation technology is proprietary to ILM who traditionally provide state of the art visual effects and virtual

production services to large budget film and TV productions e.g The Mandalorian, Thor: Love and Thunder, and Avatar: The Way of Water.

§ Costing approximately £140m this is not the level of production available to most of the SME’s that make up the UK’s CreaTech sector.

§ This kind of performance could be replicated at multiple sites and potentially applied to different musicians and actors.



Background: Projects using Advanced 
Technology

StoryTrails
§ Multi-location based experiences

across 15 locations in the UK.

§ Each location consisted of 3
available experiences

§ AR Trail

§ AR Cinema

§ 3D navigable spatial map



Background: Projects using Advanced 
Technology

Nomad Atelier
A 3 month research collaboration between
luxury fashion brand Nomad Atelier, Future
Fashion Factory, and University of
Huddersfield that explored the use of 3D and
digital technologies for showcasing products
digitally. The direction of the research was
decided through consultation with all
partners and then undertaken by academic
researchers.



Background: Projects using Advanced 
Technology

The Under Presents
An immersive theatre VR
experience by games studio
Tender Claws in collaboration
with the Piehole theatre
company that they describe as
“A full single player timeloop
based experience with
multiplayer components as a
layer on top of it”.



Case Studies: Examples of potential 
case studies 

• Progress of 5G and remote experiences have 
been accelerated by to the COVID-19 pandemic 
and specifically because of the lockdowns

• We are seeing the blending of the physical and 
the digital not only through AR and VR but also 
the use of digital content integrated with 
traditional stagecraft 

• These experiences are about connecting people 
and creating shared experiences. 

https://craic.lboro.ac.uk/advanced-technologies-in-the-creative-industries-case-studies/

https://craic.lboro.ac.uk/advanced-technologies-in-the-creative-industries-case-studies/


Case Study Selection
Selecting a case study of this nature requires the sampling of a very
small number of candidates compared to the total number of potential
candidates. The selection of potential case study’s reviewed does not
aim to be exhaustive or to generalise to the whole of the CIs. It
instead aims to serve as an indication of how companies operating
with different areas of the space approach technology adoption and
deployment. The selection and reviewing of potential case studies
was informed by extensive engagement with and a consideration of a
wide body of creative technology use cases, including, where
possible, the attendance of events to experience them first hand.
Informal interviews were also conducted with experts at UKRI and
Directors of AHRC Creative Clusters Programmes, these were
alongside engagement with other key stakeholders and industry
professionals.
It should also be noted that we acknowledge the inherent biases in
case study selection. The professional closeness and knowledge of
some of the CIs subsectors means that it may be easier to discover
examples of projects that fall within the scope of this research from
those subsectors than for those we have less knowledge of. Effort
was made to longlist a broad selection of projects from across all CI
subsectors. We did however find that use of the technologies of
interest was mainly focused around the Screen and Performance
Sectors.

Case study selection consisted of two main stages.
§ Longlist of potential case studies (25 in total)
§ Shortlisting down to 3 to carry forward as in depth

case studies

The initial criteria against which the experiences were
reviewed were as follows:

• What advanced technologies are utilised?
• How novel is the use of the technology?
• The number of different advanced technologies

utilised
• The type of experience/output i.e. interactive theatre,

location-based experience (LBE), mobile augmented
reality (MAR), new technology infrastructure etc.

• Current stage of production or technical readiness.
• Who are the organisations involved?
• Are there any funding partners?
• Do we have existing contacts within the organisation?



Case Study Longlist
• Northern Ballet
• Numeria Fashion
• Peaky Blinders
• Salsa Sound
• SmARtview
• Steppenwolf
• StoryTrails
• SURGE
• The Under Presents
• Virtual Veronese
• Visualist
• Wallace & Gromit in The Big Fix Up
• Weavr

• Abba Voyage
• Cages
• Curious Alice VR Experience
• Dream
• EE 5G Adverts
• Flood
• Galward
• Green Planet AR Experience
• Hills are Alive
• Interchange
• MagicBeans Immersive
• Nomad Atelier



Case Studies

The overarching research questions we are looking to answer through the exploration of
these 3 case studies are as follows:

§ What advanced technologies are being used by CIs and how are these being deployed?
§ What impact are these technologies having on the experience they are being deployed

within?

In order to answer these we addressed the following questions in relation to each of the
case studies

§ What technologies are being utilised within the production and why were they selected?
§ How do the technologies enable or contribute to the consumption of the experience?
§ To what extent does or could the technology aid scalability?
§ How does technology contribute to the value of the experience?
§ Does the technology generate value for the company, and if so how and what kind of

value?



Case Studies

§ Flood by Megaverse
§ Interactive XR Theatre Experience

§ Weavr by Weavr Consortium
§ Technology platform for delivering personalised

immersive eSports coverage for large scale
audiences

§ Interchange by Prox & Reverie
§ Mixed Reality portal system designed to facilitate a

range of XR experiences.

3 case studies focused on creative experiences/products from companies
operating in different areas of the creative technology space.



Flood Weavr Interchange
Type of 
Experience/Product 

XR Interactive Theatre Personalised data driven 
experiences

Mixed Reality Portal 
Infrastructure

Sector Performance eSports/Entertainment Cross-sector

Type of XR VR w/physical interaction VR/AR/MAR MR

Interaction and/or 
Personalisation

Yes Yes Yes (dependent on 
application) 

UI Device Headset (HTC Vive Focus III)
Tracked lightweight props

Mobile Device
Headset

Varjo-XR 3

Tracking Vicon N/A SteamVR

At home or Location 
Based Experience

LBE Both LBE

Single or multiuser Multiuser shared experience Multi-user individualised 
experience

Multi-user shared 
experience

Deployment Local machines w/ client 
server relationship

Cloud based servers with 
bespoke data pipeline

Local machines w/ client 
server relationship 
managed by cloud service

Stage of development
TRL(ish)

6: Technology 
Demonstrated in relevant 
environment

7: Demonstration in 
operational Environment

6: Technology 
Demonstrated in relevant 
environment



Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse
Megaverse is an interactive studio founded in 2018 and based in Sheffield that develop bespoke
experiences combining immersive technologies and storytelling. Megaverse focus on story driven
experiences working across theatre, film, and gaming, in order to build platform native experiences.
Megaverse consists of the two co-founders who work with a pool of freelancers to build bespoke
teams tailored to the needs of specific projects.
Flood is an interactive location based XR theatre experience adapted from an original production by
playwright Rory Mullarkey and co-produced with XR production studio Stare at the Wall.
Flood as an experience and as an experience format has been through several rounds of R&D.
Aspects of the technology pipeline have changed either to improve the user experience, based on a
mixture of audience feedback, internal experimentation and/or to take advantage of technological
advances.
Flood initially stemmed from the desire to create a new form of immersive VR theatre experience.
First, was the initial idea and development of a new experience format that focused on the type of
user experience and interaction they wanted to achieve. From this, Flood as a narrative was written
and adapted in order to fit with their desired experience format. The technology framework was also
developed around the user experience, with specific technologies being chosen to facilitate specific
parts of the user experience.



Case Studies: Flood 
by Megaverse
Technologies used
• Wireless PC VR (1 PC per headset, 1

PC per LED screen, and a PC to act
as a server)

• Unreal Engine 5
• Unreal Meta Humans
• Niagra particle system for the water

effects
• HTC Vive Focus III
• Vicon Tracking System (complete

optical tracking solution for
participants, actors, and objects)

• Live Link (facial capture for actors)
• LED Screens (these act as augmented

windows into the virtual world for the
non-VR audience)



Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse

Role of R&D
Flood has gone through several R&D cycles and aspects of the underpinning experience format have been tested through other projects,
such as SURGE. They view R&D as a key part of their production and creation process as many of the projects Megaverse are
commissioned for require bespoke solutions and R&D is an inherent part of the development process in order to explore possible solutions
to the given problem.
“Createch” companies can often be viewed as conducting R&D in a similar way to technology companies. They will often work to create a
minimum viable product (MVP) and this will often be the first public facing demonstration of either the complete experience or of
single/multiple aspects of the intended user experience. An example of this is the development of the initial experience format and
technological framework that underpins Flood. Early experiments, such as the XR Lab, collaborated with Memisys to explore the use of
volumetric capture within a VR theatre context.
Further iterative testing then refined the format with respect to both the technologies used and the User Experience. Initial funding by XR
stories then allowed them to create a vertical slice demonstrator bringing together all the key technologies and user experience elements to
present, what could be viewed as, a MVP. This allowed them to test and receive feedback on the duel audience format, which consisted of a
larger passive audience and a smaller in VR audience. Surge was also a public facing demonstration that tested key elements of the
technology pipeline and aspects of the audience experience that will eventually be utilised within a full production of Flood.
One key element when approaching the R&D process was cited as “not being too precious about the initial idea” and this related to both the
technology being used and how it is used, as well as the experience format. Two components which highlight this flexibility around
development is the switch from volumetric capture to the use of digital avatars driven by marker based motion capture and going from a VR
roaming audience format to a fully interactive experience where the audience in VR plays a key role in the narrative.



Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse

XR Stories works with Megaverse on Flood

https://www.stareatthewall.studio/stareatthewall-x-megaverse

https://youtu.be/t9uvrxjIRzw
https://www.stareatthewall.studio/stareatthewall-x-megaverse


Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse
How technology contributes to the experience
The choice of VR headset is partially one of practicality. The
HTC Vive Focus III is marketed as a business headset and
includes features that are useful when using headsets for
LBE’s, these include the ability to disable the on-headset
controls to avoid accidental user error. Previously to this, and
at the time of their public facing demo, they were using the
Oculus Quest 2. While the Quest 2 also allowed for
controllerless and tetherless experiences, it did not posses
some of the features available in Vive Focus III, such as the
ability to disable on-headset controls.
The Vicon tracking system tracked all tagged users and
objects within the performance space enabling participants
and actors to see each other, as well as representations of
themselves. Utilising lightweight tracked props that the users
could interact with helped to ground them in the virtual world
and serves to blend their physical and virtual selves.
Blending physical and digital interactions can be viewed as a
way of reducing the friction inherent in virtual experiences by
including more of the users' senses.



Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse

How technology contributes to the experience
The Vive Focus III facilitates controllerless experiences via
hand tracking, which itself enabled the use of tracked props
and allowed participants to use their hands to interact with
the actors/each other as well as the physical objects that are
then rendered in virtual world. This moves the experience
away from what could be viewed as an enhanced first-
person video game and towards a more complete VR
experience with the user having increased presence within
the virtual world and interacting in ways more aligned with
how they would interact with the physical world.

The LED screens act as augmented windows into the virtual
world and allow a passive audience an additional viewing
dimension, alongside watching the live actors. The use of
multiple screens may also allow the audience to roam
around the periphery of the experience, viewing the action
from different positions or allow a seated audience to see the
virtual world from multiple viewpoints.



Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse

Future Development & Scalability 
There are several ways which Flood could be scaled both from a business and technological perspective. Some of these
however are limited by current business models within the XR space and the capabilities of the current generation of
technologies. From a business perspective the next stage is to have a full public facing production run of Flood hosted at
an appropriate venue. The limiting factor for productions such as Flood is that the large initial upfront cost of the
production. This then requires a certain amount of audience throughput to enable them to earn back the production costs,
and then make a profit. Being able to increase the number of people who were able to view the experience at one time
was one factor in Megaverse introducing the roaming audience alongside the in VR audience. The technology framework
underpinning the Flood could also be applied to other experiences either through direct collaborations with Megaverse or
through licensing deals with corporate partners.
Scalability with relation to the technology used could enable variations on the current format. Setting up the experience
infrastructure at different physical locations could allow actors and participants to enter a shared virtual space, similar to
that of The Under Presents but with the enhanced interactivity offered by Floods technology stack. This takes the
experience from being a local multiplayer experience and transforms it into a multi-user multilocation experience, capable
of connecting people across different communities and demographics. This would, however, present additional challenges
in ensuring a synchronised and congruent experience across locations.



Case Studies: Flood by Megaverse

Observations
The use of technology within Flood is driven by their goals with respect to the desired user experience. At its core, it is about
reducing the friction between the user and the virtual world. They seem to aim to achieve this by making the user experience and
interaction mechanics as close as possible, given the current technological restraints, to how the users would interact with the
physical world. This includes being able to use their hands as opposed to physical controllers, being able to see, and touch, the
other users and actors, and touch/feel virtual objects anchored to physical props.
It has become fairly commonplace for experiences to try and elicit a state of immersion through both visual and auditory sensory
pathways. Megaverse are building on this by introducing ecological haptic feedback through the translation of physical interactions
into the virtual world. They achieve this through the physical interactions between users and actors and through the touching and
manipulation of physical objects that are rendered in the virtual world. The use of room scale VR also creates a congruency
between the users movements in the physical space and their movement within the virtual space. This congruency of movement
between the two spaces help to ground the user in the virtual world.
The use of LED screens also facilitate a duel audience format. A smaller audience participates in VR and takes an active role in
the narrative while a larger non-VR audience is able to view the action within the real space and through the LED screens acting
as augmented windows into the virtual world. This increases the number of people able to experience the piece at one time, which
not only makes it more viable from a commercial perspective, but it also creates replay-ability as audience members may choose
to go back to experience the piece from the other audience perspective. In an ideal world everyone would be able to participant in
VR, however this would be costly and may present challenges within the context of ensuring a profitable business model.



Case Studies: Weavr by Weavr Consortium
Weavr is a technology platform that delivers highly personalised data-driven experiences
for large scale remote esports audiences, specifically for Dota2, that was delivered as part
of the Audience of The Future (AoTF) Challenge.
The consortium grew from an established partnership between ESL and University of
York, who had previously collaborated on data driven production tools. Five other partners
were brought onboard including, Cybula, dock10, Focal Point VR, REWIND, and Future
Visual.
Weavr was initially funded for £5.8m over 25 months but was extended due to the
pandemic being funded for a total of £7.2m over 2.5 years.
Uses live and historic game data in conjunction with machine learning algorithms to
generate a range of detailed predictions and analytics that users can request based on
their own interests. The output data are then delivered through device specific immersive
experiences utilising VR, AR, and virtual production techniques.



Case Studies: Weavr

Technology Pipeline
Weavr delivers the experiences via the
user’s own device, so the technologies
utilised by the platform itself are
predominately a mixture of proprietary
and commercially available software.
The pipeline can be separated into 5
main components.

§ Data capture module

§ Analytics middleware

§ Narrative Engine

§ Datacast System

§ Client side App

Live Game Data Data Capture 
Module

Analytics 
Middleware

Narrative EngineDatacast System
Client side 

App



Case Studies: Weavr

Technology Pipeline
Data capture module

• Takes the raw live game data and converts into structures accessible to
their analytics engine.

Analytics middleware:
• Runs a series of algorithms to identify interesting events and player

performances, alongside producing a range of game statistics.
• Compares the players’ current performance against historic records.
• Determine the importance of certain events based on the role of the player

who executed them.
• Sorts the highlights and events into priority order for those that may be

“pushed” to the user.

Narrative Engine:
• Takes the real-time stream of highlights produced from the analytics

middleware as input.
• Annotates the prioritised highlights with textual representations using a

template-based system with adaptive grammar features.

Live Game 
Data

Data Capture 
Module

Analytics 
Middleware

Narrative 
Engine

Datacast 
System



Case Studies: Weavr

Technology Pipeline
Datacast System:

• Proprietary system that utilises Kubernetes and
Socketcluster.io.

• For broadcast the highlights are converted to json
format.

• The system sends real-time updates of the game state
to the users app.

• Unclear which updates are sent continuously and which
are only sent on-demand.

Client side App
• Additional data layer that merges game state and

highlights data.
• The combined data is then used to render the platform

specific experience.

Live Game 
Data

Data Capture 
Module

Analytics 
Middleware

Narrative 
Engine

Datacast 
System



Case Studies: Weavr

Device Specific Experiences
Most of the data processing happens server side prior to the data being transmitted by the
Datacast system to the users’ devices. The experience is then rendered on and by the user’s
device dependent on the device type they are using.

There are 6 device specific experiences:
§ Virtual Studio (similar to that used by BBC Sport to present coverage of the Olympics).

§ Mobile AR app

§ VR360 Video

§ VR360 Video adapted for remote events during COVID-19

§ XR Experience

§ Interactive Twitch window





Weavr Feature Overview

https://youtu.be/8F734xPHgVw


Case Studies: Weavr
The Role of R&D
The application of AI to esports data analysis is an active area of research. Weavr’s novel contribution was in the applied
use of technology to present data to users within immersive experiences and create new ways for users to interact with
data resulting in a personalised experience and narrative.

User experience research, both secondary and primary, informed design decisions at every stage of Weavr’s
development. This included testing iterations of Weavr at large scale esports event with live audiences. The technical R&D
consisted of the development of the data engine, which utilised both off the shelf and adapted AI algorithms, the pipeline
for delivering the data to users’ devices in real-time, and the development of 6 immersive device specific experiences.

The development of the experiences were tightly coupled with the development of the data engine and the real-time
delivery network. This was because output from the data engine was required to test the rest of the pipeline and output
from the network was required in order to test the client side application rendering the experience. The co-dependency of
the technology components resulted in the co-design of the technical middleware, networking layer, and user experience.
Though a dependency existed between the development of each stage of the pipeline, the development of the different
immersive experiences were not co-dependent on one other. The mobile AR app was developed first, because this was
likely to be the largest audience segment, followed by the other experiences which were then written in parallel with one
another. The University of York’s team was a central dependency to all other experiences and partners because they were
the ones developing the data engine.



Case Studies: Weavr

How technology contributes to the experience
The ability for users to choose much of the data they are presented with and how they interact with it creates a deeper
connection with the event than may be experienced in a traditional linear one-for-all broadcasting format.

The ability to use the app post-match to revisit key time points or events allows users to explore the match is greater detail
allows them a greater level of analysis. This contributed to users improvement of their own game play, which is a key
driver for many esports spectators.

The ability for users to clip and share content directly from the app enables them to undertake the role of content creator
and become more engaged with the creation and sharing of narratives.

The use of real-time data driven analysis provides new ways for fans to gain insights beyond that available through human
level analysis.

As the vast majority of the data is processed server side, the user’s device is predominately used to render the experience
environment. It should be noted however that due to the amount of processing required to render the experience
environments, relatively high end consumer products were needed to ensure a stable experience. The pilot study
conducted by Weavr used Sony Xperia XZ1 handsets and the VR experiences were able to run on the Oculus Quest 2
standalone.



Case Studies: Weavr

Future Developments & Scalability
§ Apply the platform to other popular esports
§ Explore the use of data driven experiences within traditional sports and other

forms of entertainment.
§ Optimize the platform to allow users with less powerful devices to access the

experience
§ Private 5G and edge compute at tournaments would allow the use of GPU

accelerated rendering servers instead of processing graphics on user devices.



Case Studies: Weavr

Observations
For the audience, Weavr aims to create a deeper connection with the events taking place during the match by facilitating a
more personalised and interactive experience allowing the users to shape the narrative they are presented with. Since the
data is analysed in real-time it also provides the audience new insights that would otherwise be unavailable just by
watching with the naked eye. The platform also provides the tools for the audience to generate and share their own
content, rather than remaining passive spectators. This allows the audience, alongside being spectators, to adopt the role
of student, content curator, and storyteller.

The use of immersive technologies and AI/ML facilitates a transition away from the traditional linear one-for-all
broadcasting towards a more personalised and interactive experience. Using AI/ML techniques allowed them to create a
game space where people can navigate and make decisions that result in the generation of interactive content.

To the wider creative technology space Weavr has provided a template and large scale demonstration of the potential of
multi platform, interactive, and personalised experiences for large scale audiences. This template could then be built upon
and applied to other community based experiences or games.



Case Studies: Interchange by Prox & Reverie
Prox & Reverie is an XR experience production studio based in Doncaster, UK. They describe themselves as consisting of two
main components. They are a content production studio consisting of a team of storytellers with backgrounds in screen, theatre,
installation, and immersive experience design. They are also an innovation lab pushing the boundaries of the current technology
in order to create new types of immersive experiences. Their headquarters, The Forge, they describe as a prototype industrial
class simulation system. Their speciality is creating hybrid experiences that bridge the gap between the physical and the virtual.

Interchange is an advanced prototype for a multi-functional, physically anchored, mixed reality portal system. It was created as
part of the 5G futures programme run as a partnership between XR Stories and Warner Media. The project with Warner Media
specifically focused on developed Interchange within the context of a live or pre-recorded character encounter. With the user and
character being able to cross through the portal and into each others worlds.
Interchange can be thought of as infrastructure, as opposed to a standalone experience or experience format, and is a
component of their larger studio system, The Forge, that aims to take all the current immersive production technologies and
integrate them into a single fully connected studio system.
Interchange as a system is designed to be capable of connecting real and fictional places and facilitating interactive experiences
between people and characters within those connected places. The concept of doorways to other locations has been a common
theme in Prox and Reverie’s director, Martin Taylor’s work. Doorways that act as portals to other locations and worlds also have a
long history as a storytelling mechanic. Some well known examples include:
§ The Wardrobe door to Narnia: C.S Lewis’ The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

§ The door to Wonderland: Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
§ The stargate portal: Stargate Franchise



Case Studies: Interchange by Prox & Reverie



Case Studies: Interchange

Technology Pipeline
Interchange features a combination of commercially available hardware and software alongside some proprietary methods

developed within the game engine. It also features bespoke physical infrastructure that is flexible dependent on the

requirements of the experience.

Technology and platforms:

§ Varjo-XR3 headset
§ Proprietary “Threshold” technology to facilitate the portal experience
§ SteamVR Tracking: Tracks users both sides of the doorway and their proximity in relation to the archway and threshold

boundary.
§ Unity Games Engine (looking to port to Unreal due to demand)
§ Xsens and Facewear (for actor MoCap)
§ Controllable lights on physical archway
§ Normcore: Client-server networking plugin that facilitates multiplayer experiences by synchronising the states of all users

connected to an instance of an experience



Case Studies: Interchange

The Role of R&D
The technology pipelines for Interchange build upon and consolidate technological components and storytelling mechanics developed
through two previous projects
Glimmer and Symphony:
§ Developed the idea of stories as shared experiences.
§ Glimmer refers to capturing the insight of the storyteller and symphony represents the viewer’s effect on the experience determined by

their actions within the environment.
§ Utilised a volumetric capture system and a bespoke procedural branching XR narrative system.
§ The idea of bringing people together in a shared virtual space and the use of volumetric capture would go on to influence future work.
Shapeshiter:

§ An exploration of performance blocking and storytelling using a small footprint Narnia style doorway.
§ Facilitated the R&D required to build their first portal system and was a deliberately staged element towards Interchange.
§ Helped develop the integration of key capture and visualisation technologies including Volcap, Live MoCap, digital avatars, and mixed

reality environments.



Case Studies: Interchange

The Role of R&D
Though Interchange was designed as a mixed reality portal system, initial development of the threshold technology,
which facilitates the connection of places either side of the door, was conducted using VR. This allowed them to
develop and test the principles of a MR doorway, but in an environment they had complete control over. Once they
had achieved the portal in VR, it could then be further developed to work within a MR project. Due to the nature of
their studio system, R&D and production processes were able to be compressed and run in parallel with sprints
allocated to particular aspects when required. It is also important to note that, according to Prox & Reverie, while
Interchange is an advanced prototype, it is not yet the completed product.



Case Studies: Interchange

Use of Technology 
As a company they focus on core principles and capabilities rather than specific technologies.

Some of the core principles they build their capacity around is:

§ Capture (MoCap, VolCap, Data capture (user behaviour)

§ User Experience

§ Transport (world building, VR, AR, MR)

“People don’t buy technologies, they buy solutions” – Martin Taylor (2022)

Viewing technology as solutions enables them to be adaptive and not become tied into a single ecosystem.

They see themselves as an industry aggregator and on the leading edge of the technology adoption curve because they build up capacity
around capabilities and the ability to use any of the technology currently on, or soon to be on, the market. This includes operating across
all major XR platforms.



Case Studies: Interchange

Use of Technology 
Interchange as a MR portal system aims to blend the real world and the computer generated world. Be that a second physical location, or a
fictional place.
It’s a flexible system where the other side of the portal can be content generated using volumetric capture (for connecting real locations), fully
synthesised environments created inside the game engine, or a combination of both.
They key component to any of Interchange’s applications is the use of their “Threshold technology”.
Threshold is their proprietary technique, created in Unity, that allows for an almost seamless and realistic experience of two places being
connected by the physical structure.
Threshold facilitates:
§ None or limited dynamic artefacts when crossed the boundary of the portal.
§ Convincing parallax when looking through the portal from either side.
§ Detects user proximity in order to trigger content and state changes as user crosses the threshold.
§ The portal being a one-way doorway i.e you can around the back of the structure from either side of the doorway and it appears just to be

regular archway.
§ Persistence of the user’s world when on the other side of the doorway.



Case Studies: Interchange

Excerpt taken from Prox & Reverie Presentation at SXSW: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzgtubZUgtE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzgtubZUgtE


Case Studies: Interchange

Use of Technology 
Though all aspects of the technology pipeline are important in delivering Interchange, the choice of headset
and the type of MR employed is vital as this determines how the digital and physical worlds are integrated
and presented to the user.
Interchange uses video-passthrough MR which captures the real world using
headset mounted cameras. Virtual assets are then superimposed directly
onto the image presented to the user.
The headset currently used is the Varjo-XR3 which offers:

§ Mixed reality delivered through two low-latency 12MP cameras
(video-passthrough).

§ Depth correct passthrough utilising LiDAR
§ Ultraleap handtracking
§ 200Hz eye tracking
§ Full Frame Bionic Display (multi-resolution display)*
§ SteamVR tracking compatible

Interchange was developed specifically because they knew the XR3 was
being released and would provide the quality of video-passthrough
necessary to facilitate the type of MR experiences they were aiming to
create.

*Focus area (27° x 27°) at 70 PPD uOLED, 1920 x 1920 px per eye, Peripheral area at over 30 PPD LCD, 2880 x 2720 px per eye



Case Studies: Interchange

Use of Technology 
The other popular type of MR method devices can use is optical see-through, which allows the user to see the real world through semi-
transparent mirrors that are also used to reflect computer generated images into the users eyes, combining them with the real world.

Prox & Reverie have previously worked with optical see-through devices such as the HoloLens and MagicLeap, but noted that while effective
for wayfinding and particle effects, lack the ability to deliver the convincing experience of being in the same room as a digital character. It was
also noted that the colour black rendered as a see through and objects are often translucent rather than opaque.



Case Studies: Interchange

Scalability
Interchange was designed specifically to be scalable. As a portal 
system there are a variety of ways it could be developed and 
applications if could be applied to. Prox & Reverie see these 
devices as being future doorways into the metaverse.
There are two distinct aspects to Interchange:
§ The portal system and associated techniques in achieving a 

robust experiences from crossing from one place into another 
and having those two places feel connected. 

§ The wider applications of having 5G connectivity in physical 
infrastructure that facilitates virtual experiences. 



Case Studies: Interchange

Scalability
The portal system offers scalability with respect to applying it to different types of experience:
§ Character encounters (both live and pre-recorded)
§ Next-gen conference calls (utilising either virtual environments or volumetrically capture real locations)
§ Virtual production (production teams viewing environments/assets from different locations)
The potential to have interchange act as a 5G node, enabling it be part of a network broadcasting and
receiving data, will present numerous options with respect to its application and its scalability.
§ Multiple instances of Interchange being used to connect together physical locations
§ Content transmitted from a central server to multiple portal systems
§ Act as a transactional device for collecting entrance fees for experiences
§ Offering personalised experiences through synchronisation with users’ online accounts
§ Interchange as a door to the wider “metaverse”



Case Studies: Interchange

Observations
As a company Prox & Reverie value capabilities and core principles over technologies. Technologies are seen as tools that update and change overtime. By
not focusing on a specific ecosystem it allows them to remain flexible and adapt to the needs of each project to put together a bespoke technology stack.

MR using video-passthrough enables a greater approximation of digital assets being present in the same physical space as the user, as opposed to Optical-
see through which results in objects that appear more to be holographic projections. A high quality and plausible (not believable) blending of the physical
and digital is key to the success of a system such as Interchange.

Interchange is specifically about connecting people and places both real, digital, and fictional. With the connection being a seamless as possible. They
utilise technology that allows them to blend together physical infrastructure with virtual experiences to create a new hybrid of physical/digital experiences.

Interchange is seen as part of a larger studio system that represents the next generation XR content studio that combines storytelling and experience
design, facilities and infrastructure, and content and production tools.

Interchange, when powered by 5G, can be a facilitator of multiple interconnected virtual experiences anchored in the physical world.

Wearable technology and 5G coverage is currently the bottleneck:

• Wearables are not currently sufficient with respect to the convergence of cost, connectivity, size/weight, and capabilities to facilitate the idealised version
of Interchange. This could, however, be changing with the development of new lightweight MR headsets such as the Lynx-R1 and the move towards
using Edge servers for computational expensive processes such as GPU rendering.

• As 5G (and beyond) develops and becomes more common place the applications of physical archways connecting digital spaces will become more broad
and more achievable.



Final Observations
• All 3 case studies utilise technology to facilitate a greater connection between the user and

the experience.

• There is an approach around building a technology stack around a desired user
experience rather than building a user experience around specific technologies.

• The 3 case studies also highlight the different applications of technology within different
areas of the CIs

• Flood

• looking to create the next generation of interactive theatre experiences

• Weavr

• Personalised experiences delivered to mass remote audiences

• Interchange

• Physical infrastructure for delivering hybrid real/virtual experiences.



Final Observations: Summary
The analysis of the case studies presents a range of different insights into how new
technologies are being adopted and deployed with the CIs. A full review of these are
presented in a paper we are currently submitting for peer review, but a few key highlights
are:

§ The tracking of users, actors, and objects to allow for the integration of physical
experiences within the digital environment.

§ Data driven approaches to personalised immersive experiences with data processing
being done server side.

§ Advances in game engine technology driving advances in XR experiences.

§ The potential use of 5G and edge computing to facilitate high quality multiuser tetherless
experiences.



Final Observations: Summary

We have also identified 4 key areas where we are likely to see significant
activity in the coming years and may form part of the next wave of
technological convergence with respect to creative experience production and
consumption.
§ Connectivity (5G+ and Edge Computing)
§ Wearables
§ Game Engines
§ AI/Machine Learning



Final Observations: Connectivity
5G (and beyond) is going to become a key deployment technology for XR and remotely
connected experiences.
§ XR experiences are requiring higher data bandwidths, faster upload/download speeds, and lower latency. This is

especially the case for multiuser experiences e.g. Two Interchange portal systems being used to connect two users in
different physical locations

§ All three case studies rely on connectivity in order to realise different aspects of their projects potential scalability in the
future.

§ 5G being a key factor in the future of XR experiences may seem obvious. But at present connectivity is one of the major
bottlenecks to multiuser and/or multilocation LBE’s

§ We may see more LBE’s using private 5G networks utilising edge computing to move some of the compute intensive
tasks away from the users’ device and onto servers located close to the user.

§ Advances in cloud and edge computing will lessen the reliance on high end devices to run XR and other data heavy
experiences. More of the data will be processed at the edge and the results streamed to the user. This may include both
mobile phone and XR wearable experiences.

§ For multi-user experiences this means that data required by multiple users just needs to be processed once and sent to
multiple users, rather than be individually processed on each users device. Weavr can be used as an example of this as its
data engine processes all the game data in real-time and sends the results of this to the user’s device when requested.



Final Observations: Wearables
There is a trade-off with current wearables between capability, cost, and the friction between the user and the
external environment.

We are already seeing different strands emerge of wearables designed for specific purposes.

§ Consumer headsets i.e. Meta Quest 2, Pico 4

§ Business i.e. HTC Vive Pro III, Meta Quest Pro

§ Industrial simulation i.e. Vajro XR-3/VR-3, HoloLens

Wearable technology will continue to develop and we will most likely see both similarities and differences with how
“consumer” and “professional” wearables and developed and marketed.

§ Move towards wireless/standalone headsets for VR and pass-through MR/AR

§ Smaller footprint/size headsets

§ Those intended for business/work places will need to become more comfortable and lighter

§ AR glasses may become part of the smartphone/smartwatch ecosystem.

Advances in 5G and Edge computing facilities may see less of a reliance of on-device processing.



Final Observations: Game Engines
Advances in game engine technologies are equating to advances in XR experiences. Both
Unity and Unreal are being updated with more features to support XR and VP workflows.

Both major game engines also have a community of developers creating new features and
plug-ins. So development, to an extent can, be community driven.

The current wave of convergence is seeing game engine technology adopted for screen
production (TV and Film), and performance (XR, live performance augmented with digital
screens etc.) as well as being utilised for increasingly high quality first person experiences in
XR environments. However, it is worth nothing that other areas such as design and
architecture are also benefiting from utilising these technologies.



Final Observations: AI & Data Driven Approaches
AI & data driven approaches have a multitude of applications within the CIs and it is an
extremely fast moving area of development with AI and data being used across subsectors.

§ Personalised Content based on user preference

§ Real-time analysis of game data above what is achievable using solely human observation

§ Digital fabric and textile creation

§ Increased interactivity through AI generated narrative

§ New workflows utilising AI generated content and tools

§ AI generated assets (such as virtual environments and objects), Large Language Models
for character interaction, and reduced friction user tracking from using markerless motion
capture.



Final Observations
All 3 case studies utilise technologies that facilitate a greater connection between the user and the
experience. Whether that be a greater connection achieved through a reduction in friction between the
users physical self and the digital world, or whether it’s the ability to deliver a highly personalised and
interactive immersive experience using data driven approaches.

5G connectivity is going to play a key role in the deployment of future experiences utilising advanced
technologies due to the importance of low latency, high data bandwidths, and the added advantages of
utilising Edge Computing for server side processing.

There is an approach around building a technology stack around a desired user experience rather than
building a user experience around specific technologies, this may sound similar but there is an
important distinction. The former allows the companies to remain platform agnostic and focus on
building up technical capabilities around core principles, and then choosing a selection of technologies
that best suits their desired outcome. The latter, can sometimes be restrictive as they may find
themselves making compromises in order to fit within the platform ecosystem they’ve placed
themselves in.



Final Observations
With respect to the hardware/wearables, much like all technological advancement, the features within
the highest cost devices will start to trickle down into more affordable models and this is likely to
facilitate a greater accessibility to the kinds of experiences explored within this project. Though the field
is advancing quickly much of the wearable technology, especially at consumer level, could be viewed as
advanced prototypes that are developing and testing the different features that may eventually converge
to deliver the idealised VR experience (whatever that might be). There are advances happening within
each of the advanced technological fields that have applications to the CIs and much like the current
wave of convergence we are experiencing with the technologies that facilitate virtual production, the
next wave of convergence could come from the advances in AI and cloud computing.



Final Thoughts: What have we learnt and where 
are we going? 
Similar to all industries, technology is becoming increasingly more embedded within the CIs and creative practice,
driving a new wave of creative R&D. This new generation of technology-focussed creative R&D follows similar
patterns to how technology companies engage in R&D. This project has also highlighted the variety of the
technologies used, the breadth user experience formats, and the different ways in which R&D can be conducted and
used to inform creative outcomes.

Given the multiplicity of technologies and approaches, we feel that using generic terms, such as CreaTech, are not
always the most appropriate or useful. While they are beneficial in terms of grouping companies that operate within
the same broad area, we do not feel they are useful for more in depth discussions, especially when related to areas
such as policy, funding, and skills development, unless there is an understanding of the different technologies being
applied, and how they are being used. There is a risk with such terms that every creative company that utilises
technology will be seen as being part of this “new” CreaTech sector, and therefore be assumed to be operating in a
similar fashion to other companies given the same label.

Looking at the differences in approach and outcome between a technology platform like Weavr and an XR theatre
experience like Flood, it should be clear that they are in fact very different, and will have different needs in terms of
technology infrastructure, business models, and skills.



Final Thoughts: What have we learnt and where 
are we going? 
The breadth and pace of activity within the UK’s creative technology space presents opportunities to lead the way in
the production of these new experiences. But in order to lead the way we need to ensure adequate investment in
both R&D and appropriate infrastructure.

Funding initiatives such as The Creative Industries Clusters and Audience of The Future Challenge programmes
have performed above initial expectations raising £201.6m in co-investment compared to the £59m initial target for
match funding. This turned a £95m investment into a £300m major R&D programme for the creative sectors. The
success of the challenge programmes provide strong evidence that this type of funding model could allow the UK to
increase its R&D spend, but without relying solely on Government funding. It should be noted that present the
Government has no plans in place to extend the Challenge programmes, and given their success, this may result in
a missed opportunity for continued growth and sector wide innovation.

Alongside funding to enable R&D it is also vitally important we have sufficient infrastructure to support the growth
and adoption of new technologies. The CoSTAR programme aims to provide this by funding the development of
infrastructure for both near-market and early stage R&D. This presents an opportunity to develop centres of
excellence for specific sectoral and geographic sectors. Given the labs will be spread across the UK this presents a
potentially unique opportunity to drive innovation with respect how creative experiences can utilise 5G and edge
computing to connect and power experiences from across different locations. Could interchange connect labs in
Edinburgh and Plymouth? Could Weavr utilise GPU Edge computing to deliver high quality graphics to future 5G
enabled wearables. Could Flood facilitate a remote audience format where an audience in a different location is able
to roam the virtual world in VR?



Final Thoughts: What have we learnt and where 
are we going? 
There is much hype around the “metaverse” and at present there seems to be no fully agreed upon definition on
what the metaverse will ultimately look like. What does seem to be clear, at least at present, is the collection of
technologies that will shape it. Those technologies are the ones creative companies are using to create connected,
interactive, personalised experiences that are bridging the gap between the physical and digital worlds.

To better understand how these technologies will continue to converge, and then to facilitate that convergence, will
require cross-sector partnerships between funding bodies, researchers, and industry professionals. This is especially
important when dealing with near-market R&D where the solutions being developed should address real world
problems faced by the intended end user. Initiatives like the CICP and AoTF brought together researchers,
practitioners, and large scale industry partners from across the sector. CoSTAR now presents the opportunity to
develop the infrastructure to further strengthen and grow those partnerships.

Finally, we propose that a new TRL model, specifically for the Cis, should be developed that more accurately
describes the stages of readiness with respect to the technology stacks of creative experiences and products.



Future Research
• The development of a TRL model that more accurately reflects the different stages of 

readiness with respect to the technology stacks of creative experiences and products. 

• Case studies that include commercially funded products and experiences with an 
investigation on potential business models post public funding. 

• Qualitative study investigating how the value generated for audiences by these new 
technology driven experiences compares with that of traditional experiences. 


